Namma VeeduU ni5 Infancy Center - Sendurai
Latest report by Ms.Shanthi [senior teacher] – March-6th-2014
1. Morning circle time has been improved with super brain yoga and song for fund
raising.
2. Children have started talking in simple good English.
3. There is a natural way of wishing the elders when children enter inside the center.
4. We have stopped appreciating child's every action with a clap. But we are
recognizing the work at proper time.
5. Uni5 concepts were planned and given as we have framed for this year. Even we
have repeated many concepts.
6. Children are expecting more pattern based materials.
7. We need to plan for more Uni5 concepts for 2014-15.
8. During Uni5 session children have started asking several logical questions about the
concepts.
9. Some elder children are very much aware about the concepts and relate very well to
the self.
10. We have introduced proper height, weight and cerebral circumference measuring
recoding system from March 2014.
11. Ms.SumathySivakumar [new correspondent] is able to guide us in making our
lesson plans more prefect and well planned.
12. Some people expect free education from us. They misunderstand that money from
abroad flows through the foundation.
13. We are planning to document the feedback of old students from the local schools
and parents in May 2014.
14. We are planning to have a good canvasing session inside the village for more
admission.
15. Parents are happy with system and able to see the vast difference between the
traditional teaching and Uni5 system.
16. We have 30 children. Among them 15 are infants [1-3 years old]

17. Natural walking became a compulsory activity for various concept teaching.
18. We need to install the flag post for next year. Parents have questioned us about flag
hoisting.
19. Importance of repetition of concepts is being much understood by teachers.
20. Teachers are well supported by the helpers in also presenting concepts.
21. More care is being given to maintain the new materials and center.
22. Parents saw the new materials. Most of them are happy about the feeble fees
structure and rich materials.
23. We are able to implement a clam learning environment.
24. From this year we are giving the syllabus implemented every month to the parents
and we have became the learning center for URC early education training center Erode.
25. We went and gave training to Coimbatore and Poraiyar centers. Poraiyar teachers
came here and observed for 10 days.
26. Teacher training students from Chennai and stayed here for 4 days.

